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** Special Note **
This release (3) implements HTTP for communications between Remote TC Kiosks and their associated
Master Kiosk. Master Kiosks MUST be updated to Release 14 (or later) in order to be used with this
Remote TC Kiosk release.

Now you can give a Remote Kiosk to store/land owners to place in their stores or on their land, to
increase your opportunities to collect new subscribers.

The Remote TC Kiosk provides the capability for Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 owners to give away (or sell)
remote kiosks that are pre-linked to their Master Kiosk. The Remote TC Kiosk functions similarly to a
regular Remote Kiosk in that it may be placed in either the same or different region/sim than the Master
Kiosk. Subscriber information from both regular Remote Kiosks as well as Remote TC Kiosks will update
the subscriber database in the associated Master Kiosk.

Key Features
===============
- New one-prim, low-lag design. Touching the kiosk presents customer with a dialog box with buttons to
Subscribe, Unsubscribe, or Get Info.
- Includes eight kiosk styles (floor and desktop).
- Supplied with full permissions (excepts scripts are no-modify). Apply your own textures or copy scripts
and 'Config' note card to your own kiosk design.
- You can change 'next owner' permissions before you give away (or sell), e.g. to allow/prevent further
modification, copying and/or distribution.
- No limit to the number of Remote TC Kiosk's that can be linked to a Master Kiosk.
- Can be used concurrently with existing regular Remote Kiosks associated with the same Master Kiosk.
- Collects and records (in the Master) subscriber identity, date, kiosk name, and region name (same as
regular Remote Kiosk).
- Stores optional info item(s) (e.g. note card, landmark, etc.) that are given in response to the 'Get Info'
button.
- Gives optional gift item(s) (stored in Master) to new subscribers.
- You can update the textures on all Remote TC Kiosks from the Master Kiosk (Requires Release 11 or
later Master Kiosks)
- Avatars placed on the Master Kiosk's Subscriber Config notecard ban list will not be permitted to
subscribe.
- Includes 'Config' notecard for original buyer to specify text to be shown in dialog box and the
SecurityCode* of the associated Master Kiosk.

*NOTE: The SecurityCode in this release replaces the MasterCode in previous releases. While similar in
function, the code is different so you cannot use a previously obtained MasterCode. The SecurityCode
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parameter on the Config notecard is required to enable the Remote TC Kiosk to send subscriber
information to the associated Master Kiosk. A utility script named 'Subscriber SecurityCode' (no-mod,
no-trans) is provided to permit the original buyer to obtain the SecurityCode for a Master Kiosk. This
code must be copied to the SecurityCode= line on the Remote TC Kiosk Config notecard.

New Features in Update Release 3
=======================
This release implements HTTP for communications between Remote TC Kiosks and their associated
Master Kiosk. Master Kiosks MUST be updated to Release 14 (or later) in order to be used with this
Remote TC Kiosk release. Remote TC Kiosks are associated with a Master Kiosk based on its
SecurityCode. It no longer depends on the UUID of the Master Kiosk. Therefore Master Kiosks can now
be taken into inventor and re-rezzed, and Remote TC Kiosks will re-connect with it automatically as long
as the Master Kiosk's name is not changed. If you change the name of the Master Kiosk, you must obtain
a new SecurityCode from the Master Kiosk and copy it to the SecurityCode parameter on the Remote TC
Kiosk Config notecard.

Note that Release 14 (or later) Master Kiosks are also backwards compatible with previous releases of
Remote TC Kiosks that don't use HTTP communications. So if you have a lot of older Remote TC Kiosk in
the field, you don't need to replace them. They should still work with Release 14 (or later) Master
Kiosks. However if the UUID of the Master Kiosk changes (e.g. due to taking into inventory and re-
rezzing), these older Remote TC Kiosk will no longer be able to communicate with the Master Kiosk and
will need to be replaced. Note also that you can associate both older and newer Remote TC Kiosks with
a Release 14 (or later) Master Kiosk.

Differences from regular Remote Kiosks
===========================
- Remote TC Kiosks are copyable and transferable. Regular Remote Kiosks are non-transferable.
- There is no limit to the number of Remote TC Kiosks that can be associated with a Master Kiosk.
Regular Remote Kiosks are limited to about 80 per Master Kiosk.
- There is no 'manual association' process required. The Remote TC Kiosk is associated with a specific
Master Kiosk via the SecurityCode on its Config notecard.
- Remote TC Kiosks do not use separate Subscribe/Unsubscrbe button prims. They all use pop-up dialog
boxes instead.
- Status of Remote TC Kiosks are not included in 'Rem Stat' status information list shown by the Master
Kiosk.
- Remote TC Kiosks do not indicate ONLINE/OFFLINE status or other hover text.
- 'Update' button is not provided on Remote TC Kiosks. Buyers will be notified manually if/when
updates are available.

Configuring a Remote TC Kiosk Prior to Distributing
==================================

1. Rez the delivery box from your inventory's 'Objects' folder, touch it to open, and click 'Copy to
Inventory'. A folder with the same name as the delivery box , e.g. 'Remote TC Kiosk Kit', will be found in
your inventory (top level).

2. Make sure the Master Kiosk you want associated with the Remote TC Kiosks is rezzed and properly
configured.
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NOTE: Your Master Kiosk must have the latest version scripts to be compatible with the Remote TC
Kiosk. If you are not sure, perform the step below to update your Master Kiosk.

3. Select Update from your Master Kiosks menu dialog box, then 'Check/Get' to check for and get the
latest update kit. Then follow the instructions on the note card you are given when you rez the update
kit to perform the update.

4. Drag the script named 'Subscriber SecurityCode' from your inventory folder to the 'Contents' folder of
the Master Kiosk. Open the Local Chat history window and select (highlight) the long alpha-numeric
code following 'SecurityCode='. Copy it to the clipboard (CTRL-C). Note that the 'Subscriber
SecurityCode' script will delete itself from the kiosk when finished.

5. Rez the Remote TC Kiosk from your inventory folder. Select it for editing and open the 'Config' note
card in its 'Contents' folder.

6. Paste (CTRL-V) the clipboard contents from step 3 to the 'Config' notecard following 'SecurityCode=' .
There should NOT be a space after the equal (=) sign nor after the long alpha-numeric code.

7. Enter the desired Remote TC Kiosk dialog box text after 'SubUnsubDialog=' on the 'Config' note card.
A suggestion is provided on the note card.

8. If remote texture updating is desired, edit the ApplyTextureTo= parameter on the Remote TC Kiosk
Config notecard to define the desired faces, link numbers and rotations for the texture to be applied.
Also edit the RemoteTCTexture and RemoteTCTextureUpdateRate parameters on the Subscriber Config
notecard in the associated Master Kiosk (Release 11 or later required). If you want to apply a fixed
texture, leave the ApplyTextureTo parameter blank and manually apply the texture to the Remote TC
kiosk.

CAUTION: If you plan to distribute a lot of Remote TC Kiosks, set the RemoteTCTextureUpdateRate to a
large value to avoid overloading the master kiosk with texture update requests. As a guide, set this
parameter to one hour (default) per 100 Remote TC Kiosks. For example, if you have 250 Remote TC
Kiosks, set RemoteTCTextureUpdateRate=2.5. With this example setting, each Remote TC Kiosk will
request a texture update every 2.5 hours, therefore it will take up to 2.5 hours to propagate a new
texture to all associated Remote TC kiosks. Note that if someone subscribes or unsubscribes from a
Remote TC Kiosk, the new texture will be applied immediately.

11. If you want your Remote TC Kiosk to self destruct on a certain date, enter that date after
"SelfDestructDate=" on the Config notecard in the Remote TC Kiosk. The Remote TC Kiosk will self
destruct the first time it checks for an update (see 7A above) after midnight (00:00 UTC) on the date
specified. If you don't want the kiosk to self destruct, leave that parameter blank.

12. Save the 'Config' notecard, then close it. Also close any open Edit windows.

13. You can pre-install one or more info items (e.g. note card, landmark, etc.) in the Remote TC Kiosk
prior to distribution. Prefix the name of the info item(s) with one asterisk (*) to identify it as an info
item. Info item(s) will be given to anyone who selects 'Get info' from the kiosk's blue dialog box. NOTE:
If there are no info items in the kiosk, the 'Get Info' button will not be displayed.
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14. You can further configure the Remote TC Kiosk by renaming it and/or resizing it, and setting the Next
Owner permissions. It is important to set the correct Next Owner permissions before distributing the
Remote TC kiosk.

RECOMMENDATION: Using the Edit window, set the Next Owner permissions for the kiosk and all the
items in its Contents to No-Mod, Copy, No-Transfer. This will allow the next owner to make additional
copies but not change the design, modify the Contents, or make additional distribution. If you want to
allow further distribution, enable Transfer permissions on the kiosk and all of the items in its Contents.

15. If you want to automatically offer a gift item to each new remote subscriber, place the item in the
Master Kiosk (NOT the Remote TC Kiosk) and prefix its name with two asterisks (**) to identify it as a gift
item. Gift item(s) will be given to anyone who subscribes from any kiosk (e.g. Master, Remote and/or
Remote TC Kiosks) and is not already a subscriber.

16. Test the configured Remote TC Kiosk by touching it and selecting Subscribe and/or Unsubscribe
from the dialog box. Verify that you get a valid subscription confirmation response from the Master
Kiosk within 1 minute. Also test the 'Get Info' button and/or Gift distribution if you have placed an Info
Item (*) in the Remote TC kiosk and/or a Gift Item (**) in the Master Kiosk.

NOTE: If the Master Kiosk does not respond to your Subscribe request, check to make sure you have
correctly pasted the SecurityCode onto the config notecard (steps 4-6 above). Make sure your Master
Kiosk has been updated to Release 14 (or later). Also, try selecting Remote Stat > Re-Sync from the
Master Kiosk menu.

17. Take a copy of the configured Remote TC Kiosk into inventory.

You can now give away (or sell) the configured Remote TC Kiosk. It will remain linked to the specified
Master Kiosk until the Master Kiosk is deleted or its name is changed. See previous description of the
SecurityCode parameter for details.

RECOMMENDATION: Give a unique name to each Remote TC Kiosk given away. The name of the kiosk
is recorded in the Master Kiosk along with the region name, date and subscriber identity. This makes it
easy to later set a filter (e.g. kiosk name, date or region) to show and/or send items to only those
subscribers meeting the filter criteria.

RECOMMENDATION: Keep all kiosks names as short as possible (e.g. ideally less than 25 characters).
While this is not a limit, longer names will take more storage space, decreasing the Master Kiosk storage
capacity and requiring more Slave scripts. If you use long kiosk names, you may not get the full
advertised subscriber capacity for your model.

Best Regards,

Fred Allandale
Night Sky Creations

Link to Subscriber Kiosk Showroom:
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/203/160/224
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DISCLAIMER

SUBSCRIBER KIOSK IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


